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Harden security inside and out
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See attacks instantly
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Disarm within seconds
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Be ready, recover quickly
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[image: A man attending Darktrace LIVE event.]
Attend Darktrace LIVE

Bringing AI innovation to a city near you.


Integrations
Darktrace is designed with an open architecture that makes it the perfect complement to your existing infrastructure and products.
Explore integrations






Customers
Darktrace in action
Darktrace customers protect their organizations with the Cyber AI Loop.
View customers
JOIN 9,000+ companies using darktrace
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The intelligence Darktrace gives us is clear and actionable – even my newest starters can use and learn from it on day one.

CISO
,

, 
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RESEARCH CENTRE
AI Research
We examine how AI can be applied to real-world problems to find new paths forward
AI Research Centre

Innovating Cyber Recovery - Key to Cyber Resilience


Rapid Process-Chain Anomaly Detection Using a Multistage Classifier


Sorting long lists of file names by relevance and sensitive content






[image: ]Research unlocks the unknowns; it also helps shed light on what we are collectively up against.
Jack Stockdale OBE, CTO, Darktrace





Blog
Darktrace Blog
Darktrace experts weigh in on the cyber landscape
All BlogsInside the SOC
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The Early Bird Catches the Worm: Darktrace’s Hunt for Raspberry Robin 
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Securing the cloud: Using business context to improve visibility and prioritize cyber risk 
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Darktrace Library
Events
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All Resources
Navigating a New Threat Landscape: Breaking Down the AI Kill Chain
White Paper
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Contact us
Start free trial
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GET A DEMO

See why 9,000+ companies trust Darktrace
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Email
First Name
Last Name
Organization
Job Title
Phone Number
Country

State

Organization Size
50 employees or fewer
51 to 250 employees
251 to 500 employees
501 to 1,000 employees
1,001 to 5,000 employees
More than 5,000 employees





Yes, I would like to receive marketing emails from Darktrace about their offerings. For more information, please see our Privacy Notice.

Thanks, your request has been received
A member of our team will be in touch with you shortly.

YOU MAY FIND INTERESTING
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Five Key Takeaways from Black Hat 2023
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Hives & Frankensteins: The Half-Year Threat Report
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DARKTRACE INDUSTRIAL SECURITY

Unified OT Protection

Darktrace/OT protects complex industrial environments against known and unknown attacks at every Purdue layer.

Get a demo

Browse Industries[image: ]
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Darktrace’s Self-Learning AI technology learns every detail of your industrial environment, delivering continuous insights and providing early warnings of compromise.





How Darktrace/OT Delivers Comprehensive OT Protection
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Secures IT/OT Convergence
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Illuminates OT Insider Threat
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Secures Remote Access
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Responds to Threats in OT
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Secures the Air Gap
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Defends against Industrial Ransomware
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Attack Surface & Vulnerabilities Management
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Integrates with your OT Security Stack





ALWAYS ON, ALWAYS ADAPTING
Legacy OT security can't keep up with emerging threats
Darktrace/OT uses Self-Learning AI to understand normal behavior for all your bespoke OT and IT/OT ecosystems, identifying and stopping threats at the earliest stages.
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UNIFIED PROTECTION
Learns your OT. Learns your IT. Shines a light on the unusual.
Darktrace delivers unparalleled visibility across your environment, discovering and identifying assets and detecting subtle deviations that point to a cyber-threat.






Protecting 8,800+ Customers Across Every Industry
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Your data. Our ai.


Elevate your cyber defenses with Darktrace AI


Start your free trial
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TARGETED, APPROPRIATE ACTION
Intelligent actions informed by context
Darktrace RESPOND/OT can take targeted action to stop emerging threats, with a fully configurable scope to satisfy operational restrictions.
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KEEPS THE HUMANS IN THE LOOP
Explainable AI augments your security team
Bridges IT/OT knowledge gap and reduces time to meaning with AI investigations.






 
With its ability to self-learn what’s normal for our organization and take action autonomously, Darktrace’s Cyber AI has fast proven to be our team’s most valuable assistant.

CIO, Manufacturing and Supply

See more customer stories
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Further Resources

Darktrace Blog
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Heading
Three Ways AI Secures OT & ICS from Cyber Attacks  
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Heading
How cyber-attacks take down critical infrastructure
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Heading
$70 Million in Cyber Security Funding for Electric Cooperatives & Utilities
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Australian Grand Prix

Discover how Darktrace supports Australian GP's lean security team and defends their email environment during high profile events.
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City of Las Vegas

Discover how Darktrace's autonomous defense capability fundamentally transformed the smart city of Las Vegas's cyber security posture.
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ONNERA Group

Darktrace protected ONNERA Group’s complex distributed network of offices, manufacturing centers, and production plants across IT and OT.







Maps to major frameworks

MITRE
Automatic mapping of Darktrace models to the MITRE for ICS attacks/techniques
Read the blog
NIST
Helps organizations meet NIST and other regulations and standards
Read the blog






[image: ]Protection across all Purdue levels

Gains wide OT network visibility via SPAN or TAP



Performs Deep Packet Inspection on specialized OT protocols and present IT protocols



Learns normal activity of encrypted and proprietary  OT protocols







Leveraging data from across your digital estate
Darktrace builds a complete picture of your organization everywhere you have people and data, learning and hardening the security posture across the entire digital ecosystem.

OT
Identifies and learns devices and protects every visible level of the Purdue model
Get a demo
+
Network
Learns your on-prem environment to stop ransomware and other threats
Discover Darktrace/Network
+
Endpoint
Protects engineering laptops and other remote devices
Discover Darktrace/Email






PRODUCT GUIDES
Full Lifecycle Protection
Darktrace/OT improves cyber resilience and augments security teams at every stage of the incident lifecycle - from proactive hardening of defenses before an attack gets in (PREVENT) through to real-time detection and containment (DETECT + RESPOND). Read the product guides below.

PREVENTDETECTRESPOND
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Our ai. Your data.

Elevate your cyber defenses with Darktrace AI


Start your free trial






[image: Darktrace AI protecting a business from cyber threats.]
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